Now Botox
is used to
treat faulty
bladders
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INJECTIONS of the anti-wrinkle jab
Botox can now be used to treat bladder

dysfunction inwomen
Drugs regulator the National Institute
has ruled that those withan overactive
bliadder, a common Gause of incontinence,
should have access to the drug if other

methods of control prole ineffective.
Up to one in five people in England and
Wales suffers from the syndrome, with
symptoms including a fnequent urgent
need to use the lavatory.
'Botox gives dramatic improvements
for many and allows them to resume a

normal lifestyle,'says Mr Andrew
Hextall, a consultant urogynaecologist
from Spire Bushey Hospital and St
Nbans City Hospital in Hertfordshire.
Botox is a prescription-only medicine
that contains tiny amounts of higttly
purified botulinum toxin Injections
directly into muscles cause them to

become paralysed.
Botox is best linovmas anand-wrinkle
treaftrent but now its success in clinical
trials for urirary incontinence has led to
its licence from IIICF-'Botox paralyses
the bladdermuscles and stops them
squeezing when they shouldn't' says ll{r
Hextall But the effects last only six to
eightmonths so iqiections need repeating.'
It is recommended that lifestyle

changesare tried first, such as cutting
down on caffeine and alcohol, and
introducing pelvic-floor exercises.
Both menand womencan developan
overactive bladder but it is twice as
common in wome& and most sufferers
are over40. Ihe cause is unknown but the
condition can be brought on by diabetes,
infectio& bladder stones or spinal injury.
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Indeed, before his holiday in
Cornwall was cut short by the
crisis in Svria. the
ing rather less sporty - and dare

say rather more portly

-

I

than

usual in his trunks on the beach.
Apparently, he's had tests that

show he has a protruding disc,
which may require a painkilling
injection. These kinds of spinal
problems can be horrendously
painful - I often think the amor-

phous term'bad back' barely
does justice to the debilitation it
can cause. But barring medical
advice to the contrary, giving up
exercise completely isn't necessary - and can actually be counter-productive.
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BAD backs can be due to problems with the muscles and soft
tissue, or with the spine itself.
Most usually, as in the Prime

Minister's case, it is with the soft,
gel-filled cartilage discs that act
as cushions between the bones
of the spine (vertebrae), which
allow flexible movement.
We don't know what caused
Mr Cameron's problems. Sitting

down can be as damaging as
being active, if not more so.

When we sit, the legs are not sup-

porting the body, so our full

weight is borne by the bottom
of the spine, which can cause
comqresiion'ana ukimatelv lead

the heel first - the so-called heel,
ball, toe gait - it can send shocli.
waves up the leg that impact on
the lower back.

This is why there has been a
trend away from wearing very
cushioned trainers for running the more springy the'sole, the

more likely yorr are to do this as it

feels bouncy and doesn't hurt.
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Whether jogglng itself leads to .
problems depends on how you k
run. There is research that shows
that if you strike the ground with
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eron has been forced to give up
- regul,ar
- jogging sessions due
his
to a'phenomenally bad back'.

But those phockwaves are still

don't allow the joints in the foot to
articulate naturally, which compounds the problem.
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JUST a few years ago, the pre-

vailing view among sports
scientists was that if a trainer

became soworn in thatyoucould
fold it in half. it wasn't providins
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IFYOU havebackpain, it is wise
to stop running until you have
worked out exactly what is

wrong. But that doesn't mean you
have to stop moving. As a general

rule, pain that gets worse, not
better, over a week is a worry.
And if pain has remained constant

for more than two weeks, you

should see a doctor.
But generally, too muchinactivity encourages the tissue in the
area causing a problem to stiffen,
leading to further immobility.
It's a good idea to focus on exercise that moves the whole body.
These movements lengthen and

stretch the connective tissues,
and strengthen the muscles at
the same time. Swimming is fine
the front crawl stroke involves
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